
1  21.b(CD) 2013 Lost Time Incidents and Hydrocarbon Spills  Report

Item Number Facility Incident
Date

Location Incident Description Place Major Rig 
Operation

Body Parts 
Affected

Actions Taken to Make Work Area Safe

1

GSF Development Driller I

02/24/2013

United States Knee Injury during crane lift Pipe Rack / 
Pipe Deck

Running Casing / 
Tubing (Rig 
up/down Csg. 
Tools)

Knee(s) Slings were immediately lowered, operation was shut down.  Injured 
person reported to medic.

2

GSF Development Driller II

02/28/2013

United States Two individuals struck by drill pipe. Rig Floor 
(Rotary, Pipe 
Set Back Area)

Laying Down / 
Picking up Pipe / 
Tubulars

shoulder and back Site immediately barriered off.  One man was taken to town by Medivac 
for further evaluation; one man remained on rig and returned to work. 

3
Discoverer India

03/15/2013
United States Knee Pain while Slinging HWDC. Pipe Rack / 

Pipe Deck
Material Handling - 
Crane / Cherry 
Picker

Knee(s) Discussed body placement and company policy and requirements of risk 
management with crews.

4 Discoverer Clear Leader 06/21/2013 United States Injured ankle while carrying pump 
down stairwell.

Stairs / Ladders Material Handling - 
Manual

Feet / Ankle(s) Pump was moved into the forward machinery space via crane. 
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Rig Incident
Date

Location Product Type Volume Spilled
(Barrels)

Contained
(Barrels)

Lost To Env.
(Barrels)

Root Cause

Discoverer Americas 01/18/13 United States Base Oil 0.4048 0.4048 0.0000 SBM contaminated water realeased when Diverter de-energized. LOC isolated to moon pool area,skimmer deployed 
with 17 of 17 gals having been recovered. 

GSF Development Driller I 01/24/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.2381 0.0000 0.2381 Overflow spill from the drip pan due to drill string being pulled from the hole while full of drilling fluid. As pipe-
stands were broke-down, the rapid evacuation of drilling fluid eclipsed the pans ability to drain itself. 

Discoverer Inspiration 02/19/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.1905 0.1905 0.0000 While pulling stand of drill pipe at FWD Rotary stand was identified to be full of 11.2 ppg SBM. Crew was instructed 
to place mud bucket on stand after being spun out with iron roughneck. Stand was raised from sump in rotary and 
allowed to drain into mud bucket drain line. A valve in the mud bucket line was closed which allowed the drainage 
from the stand to back up into the rotary pollution pan and overflow into moonpoolSBM recovered from moonpool 
equipment by crew. SBM in moonpool recovered by skimmer system. 

GSF Development Driller II 03/11/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

7.0000 6.5000 0.5000 Incorrect valve lineup and missing retaining pin securing the sensor cap on the return flow line.  

Once circulation started, the Toolpusher did a walk through of moon pool looking for leaks. At this time he noticed 
mud coming out of the return flow line's sonic flow sensor cap. He called up to the driller and had him shut off the 
mud pumps. The flow line was then drained and an investigation initiated. Two findings were that the valve lineup 
was incorrect and that a retaining pin holding the sensor cap was missing. 

Proper alignment was subsequently verified and retaining pin replaced before continuing operations.

Discoverer Inspiration 03/23/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

5.0000 0.0000 5.0000 Leaking slip joint packer.  The air supply hose was removed; a new one was built and tested to 500 psi before 
installing. Pressure was corrected and confirmed. In the early stage of troubleshooting the event the Lower 
Hydraulic Packer was de-energized to determine why the Upper Air Packer lost air pressure. This caused an 
additional approx. 4 barrels of SBM to be vented.

During the troubleshooting the Slip Joint Packer the air supply hose was removed from the Slip Joint Packer and 
installing a gauge to see if there was correct air pressure. The observed pressure was 20 psi and the correct 
operating pressure is 100 psi. A hole was discovered in the air supply hose approx. 3 feet above the Fluid Bearing.

The air supply hose was removed; a new one was built and tested to 500 psi before installing. Once installed a test 
gauge was installed and the correct air pressure was confirmed.

Discoverer Deep Seas 04/02/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

1531.0000 0.0000 1531.0000 The DDS experienced an Emergency Disconnect due to equipment failure. The generator protection circuit 
experienced a drop in voltage that resulted in the shut down of the thrusters and subsequent drift off. Once 
disconnected approximately 1,531 bbls of synthetic based mud was released from the riser. 

Discoverer Inspiration 04/22/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 Residual synthetic based mud lost from upper slip joint packer. All SBM fluid spilled was captured in the moon pool 
and recovered onboard by absorbent pads and the skimmer system. 

Discoverer India 04/29/13 United States Fuel Oil 0.0119 0.0000 0.0119 Hose leak while bunkering fuel.  The hammer union that connects the hose to the KLAW break away coupling was 
loose. Hose was retrieved, all connections checked and work resumed.

Discoverer Clear Leader 05/04/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0036 0.0000 0.0036 During the evening of May 4th a worker observed trace amounts (a few drops / trace amount) of environmentally 
friendly hydraulic fluid dripping from the right hand crane boom cylinder of the port forward knuckle boom crane 
into the water.  The worker promptly reported this observation to his supervisor and the crane was moved out of 
the cradle and over the deck to keep the cylinder from being over the water. The leak was determined to be cause 
by poor design

Development Driller III 05/11/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0014 0.0010 0.0005 Burst hydraulic hose on the aft moon pool work basket. An immediate emergency shut down of work basket was 
performed and area was cleaned up.  

Discoverer Enterprise 05/30/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.1193 0.1190 0.0002 Burst hydraulic hose to Mouse Hole centralizer spills oil into moon pool.  The hydraulics were shut off to stop the 
leak.

GSF Development Driller II 06/02/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0238 0.0210 0.0029 Man basket hydraulic hose burst. The hose had backed out of the fitting causing the discharge. This hose was less 
than a year old, had no hard bends in it, and appears to have been defective. Fitting was replaced with a new one 
and tested.

Development Driller III 06/13/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 Overflow of drilling fluid from the auxiliary rotary drip pan caused by butterfly valve that was blocked by debris. 
Change out the butterfly valve with a gate valve and install a float sensor on the inside of the drip pan around the 
auxiliary rotary. 

Discoverer Enterprise 06/25/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0063 0.0057 0.0006 Burst hydraulic hose to Mouse Hole centralizer spills oil into moon pool. All hoses to mouse hole were checked for 
cuts and abrasions. Marine department used skimmer to remove oil from the moonpool. 

2013 Hydrocarbon Spills
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Rig Incident
Date

Location Product Type Volume Spilled
(Barrels)

Contained
(Barrels)

Lost To Env.
(Barrels)

Root Cause

GSF Development Driller II 07/07/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 10.0476 9.9524 0.0952 Hydraulic hose failure.  The emergency stop for the hydraulic system was activated and hose replaced.
Discoverer Spirit 07/30/13 United States Oil Based Mud 

(Synthetic/Pseudo)
0.2500 0.0000 0.2500 Leaking slip joint packer.  Closing pressure was adjusted to stop leak.

Discoverer Enterprise 08/01/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0014 0.0000 0.0014 BOP Cart Hose Failure. The hydraulics were shut down and the area was cleaned up.
Discoverer Enterprise 08/25/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 1.3333 1.3329 0.0005 Burst hydraulic hose on Port Aft Crane.  Crane was shut down. OIM, Captain, Sr. Toolpusher, RSTC, BP Well site 

leader and BP QHSE representative were notified. All oil on decks was recovered using the vacuum system and 
decks scrubbed to remove residue. All materials were disposed of properly.

Development Driller III 08/27/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.2381 0.1667 0.0714 Failed hydraulic fitting on subsea winch. The high pressure tubing pulled out of a fitting and the pump was 
immediately stopped. 

Discoverer Clear Leader 09/01/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.3000 0.3000 0.0000 At approximately 0445 personnel were performing a diverter function test when pressure was lost on the slip joint 
packer. The  Driller noted the loss of containment on his close circuit monitor and immediately notified the Subsea 
Supervisor performing the diverter test. All fluid lost was recovered by skimmer. Area was cleaned by absorbant 
rags. 

GSF Development Driller I 09/14/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0002 0.0000 0.0002 1/4" hydraulic fitting on the forward BOP elevator produced a small fluid drip of Biobar 46 environmentally friendly 
hydraulic fluid which was lost to the sea. Isolated the elevator's hydraulics and immediately checked fitting for 
tightness and found to be only slightly loose causing the drip. All other fittings checked and found to be good. Less 
than one ounce of hydraulic fluid was lost to sea. 

Discoverer Clear Leader 09/19/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.7619 0.7619 0.0000 Leak noted coming from the aft rotary. Hydraulics were were shut off to the aft rotary & further investigation 
revealed that the aft roatary PS-30 hydraulic flex line fittings had burst. Approx 2 gallons of hydraulic fluid went into 
the moonpool where they were contained & rocovered with skimmerSupply lines were shut immediately after 
source was found. End of hose was capped. Hose  & fittings were replaced.

Discoverer Deep Seas 11/20/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.1143 0.1138 0.0005 Burst Hydraulic Hose on Top Drive System.  The area was isolated and area cleaned on the rig floor. 
The oil was recovered from the moonpool by means of the skimmer. Hose was replaced and re-routed to reduce 
the potential for binding

Discoverer Clear Leader 11/25/13 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.8800 0.0000 0.8800 Leaking kill line at LMRP discovered during ROV inspection. Pressured up on kill line and leak ceased.

GSF Development Driller I 12/06/13 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0005 0.0000 0.0005 During functioning of the Port Column Fairlead Locking pin with a portable hydraulic pump, it was identified by the 
man watching the pin move that they had a leaking seal from the expressions that were on the water below and 
TOFS was called. The resulting seal failure allowed approximately 2 ounce of hydraulic oil to be released into the 
Gulf of Mexico. The seal was immediately repaired.

GSF Development Driller I 12/30/13 United States Gear Oil 0.0024 0.0000 0.0024 At 10:00 Hours on Dec 30, 2013, an unknown sheen was reported to the Bridge, around the Bow of the vessel, 
appropriate personnel responded to the scene, and determined the sheen to be coming from the Thruster Barrier 
system on #1 and #2 Thrusters. Thruster Barrier Air was adjusted and seepage stopped.
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